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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The oCcial COVID-19 vaccine narrative changes rapidly these days. It took just one month for it to

go from “if you’re vaccinated you’re not going to get COVID,”  including the Delta variant,  to “people

who got vaccinated early are at increased risk for severe COVID disease.”

From the get-go, I and many other medical experts have warned of the possibility of these shots

causing antibody dependent enhancement (ADE), a situation in which the shot actually facilitates a

cascade of disease complications rather than protects against it. As a result, you may suffer more

severe illness when encountering the wild virus than had you not been “vaccinated.”

While we don’t yet have deVnitive proof that ADE is occurring, we are seeing suspicious signs that it

might be. Data showing those who got the shot early this year are now at increased risk of severe

infection could be such a sign. At bare minimum, it’s an indication that the protection you get from

these shots is very temporary, lasting only a few months.

This makes sense when you consider they program your body to produce just one type of antibody

against a speciVc spike protein. Once the spike protein, or other elements in the virus, starts to

mutate, protection radically diminishes. Worse, the vaccine facilitates the actual production of the

variants because it is “leaky” and provides only partial ineffective immune protection.

Natural immunity is far superior, as when you recover from the infection, your body makes

antibodies against all Vve proteins of the virus, plus memory T cells that remain even once antibody

levels diminish. This gives you far better protection that will likely be lifelong, unless you have

impaired immune function.

Real-world data from Israel conVrms this, showing those who have received the COVID jab are 6.72

times more likely to get infected than people with natural immunity.

CDC Admits ‘Vaccine’ Immunity Doesn’t Last

In an August 20, 2021, report, BPR noted:

“’The data we will publish today and next week demonstrate the vaccine effectiveness

against SARS COVID 2 infection is waning,’ the CDC director [Rochelle Walensky] began …

She cited reports of international colleagues, including Israel ‘suggest increased risk of

severe disease amongst those vaccinated early.’

Fear not, the same people who tried to sell Americans immunity through a jab and

promised to hand back the freedoms they impeded on have a plan, and they’re not leaving

much room for personal choice.

‘In the context of these concerns, we are planning for Americans to receive booster shots

starting next month to maximize vaccine induced protection. Our plan is to protect the

American people and to stay ahead of this virus,’ Walensky shared …

The CDC director appears to all but admit that the vaccine’s eOcacy rate has a strict time

limit, and its protections are limited in the ever-changing environment.

‘Given this body of evidence, we are concerned that the current strong protection against

severe infection, hospitalization and death could decrease in the months ahead. Especially

among those who are higher risk or those who were vaccinated earlier during the phases of

our vaccination roll out,’ Walensky explained …

Starting September 20, Americans who completed their two doses of the PUzer or Moderna

vaccine at least eight months ago will be eligible for a booster shot. The goalposts back to

a ‘normal’ society continue to be moved further and further. When will Americans,

especially those who complied with initial vaccinations, have had enough?”

Data Reveal Rapidly Waning Immunity From Shots

Indeed, Israeli data show PVzer’s shot went from a 95% effectiveness at the outset, to 64% in early

July 2021 and 39% by late July, when the Delta strain became predominant.  Meanwhile, the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration’s expectation for any vaccine is an eCcacy rate of at least 50%.

PVzer’s own trial data even showed rapidly waning effectiveness as early as March 13, 2021. BMJ

associate editor Peter Doshi discussed this in an August 23, 2021, blog.

By the Vfth month into the trial, eCcacy had dropped from 96% to 84%, and this drop could not be

due to the emergence of the Delta variant since 77% of trial participants were in the U.S., where the

Delta variant didn’t emerge until months later. This suggests the COVID shot has a very temporary

effectiveness regardless of new variants.

What’s more, while Israeli authorities claim the PVzer shot is still effective at preventing

hospitalization and death, many who are double-jabbed do end up in the hospital, and we’re already

seeing a shift in hospitalization rates from the unvaccinated to those who have gotten one or two

injections. For example, by mid-August, 59% of serious COVID cases were among Israelis who had

received two COVID injections.

Vaxxed Over Age 50 at Increased Risk for Serious Infection

Data from the U.K. show a similar trend among those over the age of 50. In this age group, partially

and fully “vaccinated” people account for 68% of hospitalizations and 70% of COVID deaths.

COVID-19 delta variant hospital admission and death in England

80% of COVID Hospitalizations in Massachusetts Were Vaxxed

Data  from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention also raise questions about the

usefulness of the COVID shots. Between July 6 and July 25, 2021, 469 COVID cases were identiVed

in a Barnstable County, Massachusetts, outbreak.

Of those who tested positive, 74% had received two COVID injections and were considered “fully

vaccinated.” Even despite using different diagnostic standards for non-jabbed and jabbed

individuals, a whopping 80% of COVID-related hospitalizations were also in this group.

“ Although Pfizer-BioNTech BNT162b2-immune
sera neutralized the Delta variant, when four
common mutations were introduced into the
receptor binding domain (RBD) of the Delta variant
(Delta 4+), some BNT162b2-immune sera lost
neutralizing activity and enhanced the infectivity. ~
bioRxiv, August 23, 2021”

The CDC also conVrmed that fully vaccinated individuals who contract the infection have as high a

viral load in their nasal passages as unvaccinated individuals who get infected, proving there’s no

difference between the two, in terms of being a transmission risk.

If vaccination status has no bearing on the potential risk you pose to others, why do we need

vaccine passports? According to Harvard epidemiologist Martin Kulldorff, this evidence demolishes

the case for passports.  They clearly cannot ensure safety, as evidenced by outbreaks where the

vaccination rate was 100%. Examples include outbreaks onboard a Carnival cruise liner  and the

HMS Queen Elizabeth, a British Navy kagship.

Study Predicts PRzer Shot Will Enhance Delta Infectivity

A study  posted August 23, 2021, on the preprint server bioRxiv now warns the Delta variant “is

posed to acquire complete resistance to wild-type spike vaccines.” This could essentially turn into a

worst-case scenario that sets up those who have received the PVzer shots for more severe illness

when exposed to the virus. As explained by the authors:

“Although PUzer-BioNTech BNT162b2-immune sera neutralized the Delta variant, when four

common mutations were introduced into the receptor binding domain (RBD) of the Delta

variant (Delta 4+), some BNT162b2-immune sera lost neutralizing activity and enhanced

the infectivity.

Unique mutations in the Delta NTD were involved in the enhanced infectivity by the

BNT162b2-immune sera. Sera of mice immunized by Delta spike, but not wild-type spike,

consistently neutralized the Delta 4+ variant without enhancing infectivity.

Given the fact that a Delta variant with three similar RBD mutations has already emerged

according to the GISAID database, it is necessary to develop vaccines that protect against

such complete breakthrough variants.”

Proactive Use of COVID Shots Drive Dangerous Mutations

It’s now clear that early warnings against mass vaccination during an active outbreak are being

realized. It’s not the unvaccinated that are driving mutations; it’s the vaccinated, as the injections

simply do not prevent infection.

The end result, if we keep going, will be a treadmill of continuous injections to keep up with the

merry-go-round of waning effectiveness in general combined with the emergence of vaccine-

resistant variants. As reported by Live Science:

“Vaccine-resistant coronavirus mutants are more likely to emerge when a large fraction of

the population is vaccinated and viral transmission is high … In other words, a situation that

looks a lot like the current one in the U.S.

The mathematical model,  published July 30 in the journal ScientiUc Reports, simulates

how the rate of vaccination and rate of viral transmission in a given population ineuence

which SARS-CoV-2 variants come to dominate the viral landscape …

If viral transmission is low, any vaccine-resistant mutants that do emerge get fewer

chances to spread, and thus, they're more likely to die out, said senior author Fyodor

Kondrashov, who runs an evolutionary genomics lab at the Institute of Science and

Technology Austria.”

These Vndings come as no surprise to those familiar with previous research showing the same

exact thing. As explained in “Vaccines Are Pushing Pathogens to Evolve,” published in Quanta

Magazine,  “Just as antibiotics breed resistance in bacteria, vaccines can incite changes that

enable diseases to escape their control.”

The article details the history of the anti-Marek’s disease vaccine for chickens, Vrst introduced in

1970. Today, we’re on the third version of this vaccine, as within a decade, it stops working. The

reason? The virus has mutated to evade the vaccine. As a result of these leaky vaccines, the virus

is becoming increasingly deadly and more diCcult to treat.

A 2015 paper  in PLOS Biology tested the theory that vaccines are driving the mutation of the

herpesvirus causing Marek’s disease in chickens. To do that, they vaccinated 100 chickens and

kept 100 unvaccinated. All of the birds were then infected with varying strains of the virus. Some

strains were more virulent and dangerous than others.

Over the course of the birds’ lives, the unvaccinated ones shed more of the least virulent strains

into the environment, while the vaccinated ones shed more of the most virulent strains. As noted in

the Quanta Magazine article:

“The Undings suggest that the Marek’s vaccine encourages more dangerous viruses to

proliferate. This increased virulence might then give the viruses the means to overcome

birds’ vaccine-primed immune responses and sicken vaccinated eocks.”

Vaccinated People Can Serve as Breeding Ground for Mutations

Before 2021, it was quite clear that vaccines push viruses to mutate into more dangerous strains.

The only question was, to what extent? Now all of a sudden, we’re to believe conventional science

has been wrong all along. Here’s another example: NPR as recently as February 9, 2021, reported

that “vaccines can contribute to virus mutations.” NPR science correspondent Richard Harris

noted:

“You may have heard that bacteria can develop resistance to antibiotics and, in a worst-

case scenario, render the drugs useless. Something similar can also happen with vaccines,

though, with less serious consequences.

This worry has arisen mostly in the debate over whether to delay a second vaccine shot so

more people can get the Urst shot quickly. Paul Bieniasz, a Howard Hughes investigator at

the Rockefeller University, says that gap would leave people with only partial immunity for

longer than necessary.”

According to Bieniasz, partially vaccinated individuals “might serve as sort of a breeding ground for

the virus to acquire new mutations.” This is the exact claim now being attributed to unvaccinated

people by those who don’t understand natural selection.

It’s important to realize that viruses mutate continuously and if you don’t have a sterilizing vaccine

that blocks infection completely, then the virus mutates to evade the immune response within that

person. That is one of the distinct features of the COVID shots — they’re not designed to block

infection. They allow infection to occur and at best lessen the symptoms of that infection. As noted

by Harris:

“This evolutionary pressure is present for any vaccine that doesn't completely block

infection … Many vaccines, apparently, including the COVID vaccines, do not completely

prevent a virus from multiplying inside someone even though these vaccines do prevent

serious illness.”

In short, like bacteria mutate and get stronger to survive the assault of antibacterial agents, viruses

can mutate in vaccinated individuals who contract the virus, and in those, it will mutate to evade the

immune system.

In an unvaccinated person, on the other hand, the virus does not encounter the same evolutionary

pressure to mutate into something stronger. So, if SARS-CoV-2 does end up mutating into more

lethal strains, then mass vaccination is the most likely driver.

What NFL Outbreak Can Tell Us

As reported August 27, 2021, by MSN,  as players were encouraged to get the COVID shot for

everyone’s safety, separate testing rules were put into place. Players who have gotten the jab only

need to test every two weeks, while unvaccinated players undergo daily testing.

The relaxed testing requirement for double-jabbed players was used as incentive to go ahead and

get the shot. As reported by MSN, “Conversely, the continued daily testing would become part of a

punitive system that would make life so annoying for the unvaccinated that they would eventually

get on board.”

Well, this didn’t work out as planned. Nine Titans players and head coach Mike Vrabel have now

tested positive, showing it really doesn’t matter if you’re double-jabbed or not. The infection

spreads among the vaxxed just the same. As noted by MSN:

“The pandemic is in a phase where the unvaccinated are facing the vengeance of a more

aggressive strain of COVID-19. It's also an era when the vaccinated are grappling with the

reality that their shots are mitigating their symptoms and medical complications, but not

completely preventing them from becoming infected or transmitting COVID to others.”

To remedy the matter, the NFL Players Association, the union representing players of the National

Football League, is now calling for a return to daily testing of all players, regardless of COVID jab

status. Time and again, we Vnd that incentives fall far short of their initial promise. This has been

the case for masks as well.

First, we were told that if we got the COVID shot, we didn’t need to wear masks anymore. Of course,

universal mask recommendations returned full force when it became apparent that breakthrough

infections were still occurring at a surprising rate.

Now, routine testing with a test known to produce false positives at a rate of about 97%  is

promoted again, regardless of injection status, and there’s no reason to assume the same won’t

happen with vaccine passports. We’re promised freedom if we give up medical autonomy, but

freedom will never actually be granted. They’ll just continue to move the goal post.

It is highly likely, in fact even predictable, that despite its dramatic ineffectiveness, the requirement

for one or two COVID jabs will soon be turned into three, and vaccine passport holders who don’t

want to get that third shot will be back at Square 1. They’ll be just as undesirable as those who got

no shots.

Considering the speed at which SARS-CoV-2 is mutating, you can be assured there’ll be a fourth

shot, and a Vfth and, well, you get the idea. Vaccine passports and COVID jab requirements will

simply lead to a situation where you have to keep getting additional shots or lose all your privileges.

Of course, every single injection comes with health risks, and the risk for an adverse event will

probably get bigger and bigger with each additional shot, and you don’t need to be a modern-day

Nostradamus to see where this will lead us.

Five-Month Booster Shot Now Under Consideration

Unfortunately, rather than accepting reality — which is that SARS-CoV-2 is here to stay, just like any

number of other common cold and inkuenza viruses — and stopping the merry-go-round of

injections that only make matters worse, President Biden said he’d spoken with Dr. Anthony Fauci

about giving booster shots at the Vve-month mark after the initial round of injections rather than

waiting eight months, as previously suggested.

While Fauci quickly responded  that eight months was still the goal, he also said that “we are open

to data as they come in” if the Food and Drug Administration and the Advisory Committee on

Immunization Practices determine a sooner timeline is necessary.

Israel began administering a third booster shot to people over the age of 60 July 30, 2021. August

19, eligibility for a booster was expanded to include people over the age of 40, as well as pregnant

women, teachers and health care workers, even if they’re younger than 40. Initial reports suggest

the third dose has improved protection in the over-60 group, compared to those who only got two

doses of PVzer.  According to Reuters:

“Breaking down statistics from Israel's Gertner Institute and KI Institute, ministry oOcials

said that among people aged 60 and over, the protection against infection provided from 10

days after a third dose was four times higher than after two doses. A third jab for over 60-

year-olds offered Uve to six times greater protection after 10 days with regard to serious

illness and hospitalization.”

Anyone who thinks one or more booster shots are the answer to SARS-CoV-2 is likely fooling

themselves though. I look forward with trepidation to data on hospitalization and death rates, not to

mention side effect rates, in the months to come.

Knowing what we already know about the risks of these shots and their tendency to encourage

mutations, it seems reasonable to suspect that all we’re doing is digging ourselves an ever-deeper,

ever-wider hole that’s going to be increasingly diCcult to get out of.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best seller. With hundreds of thousands

of copies sold, it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating so grab your copy of the #1 best-selling book on

Amazon today before Biden bans it.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,362 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Commentators and politicians are increasingly emboldened to call for unlawful measures to punish the “unvaccinated.”  They are

conkating health with various unproven claims about the injections and masks.  Only with that conkation does it follow that

non-compliant citizens do not care about others and are a threat to the health of society.  The subsequent rush to ostracize those

resisting that tightening yoke of control is at the expense of any facts contradicting their preferred narrative.  The altruism assigned to

being injected or wearing masks is only a reality if they actually stop viral spread.  We now know they don’t, while their harmful effects are

more evident.

Injections and masks are instead being used symbolically.  The word “symbol” literally refers to throwing things together.  False

symbolism should not be confused with real symbolism, a legitimate analogical tool revealing deeper connections in life.  Neither should

it be confused with science.  Symbolism works when the symbol actually embodies some of the qualities one wishes to indicate, such as

light representing a displacement of mental or spiritual ignorance.  There must be something intrinsic to the symbol that actually evokes

various aspects or qualities within us, thereby also revealing  the wondrous connections expressed by the phrase “as within, so without.”  

The would-be symbolist must do the penetrating work to think deeply into whatever is going to be enlisted to that symbolic task.  But

today, everything is cheap and superVcial.  Society is replete with false symbols, such as white coats, needles or the WHO for health.

 Minds gripped with fake symbols talk past each other; they identify with the symbol as if it were their own insight rather than a foreign

insertion no less so than a vaccine.  This false use of symbolism is diabolic, which literally means to throw apart, the very opposite of

“symbolic.”  It is the main tool in the “divide” part of this “divide and conquer” psyop.
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That is a good word, David, "symbol", is the symbol that represents the lie of a "pandemic society" built of lies and misinformation

as an incredibly effective and versatile instrument that presents several edges that the hypnotized mind will never be able to

explore. It is misinformation. The misinformation then is sustained by a tradition that medicine must be based on absurd

measures to Vght viruses and bacteria and weaken the immune system. It is argued that the battle against the virus must be won

with masks, vaccines and more vaccines.

The pathological state that feeds the disease does not matter, what matters is to convince with disinformation, the important thing

is to convince that we must submit to the yoke of tyranny to defeat the virus, while rejecting the debate with more and more

scientists and doctors who think that the path that is being supported only leads to more illness and death. But it does not matter,

because the objective is to get the confused sheep to be locked in an enclosure where they will lose their freedoms, while they are

allowed to live in an artiVcial environment, with the concrete meaning of transhumanism where the mind loses its soul, where

people are isolated of freedom.
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2 TOP FDA VACCINE OFFICIALS RESIGN, RAISING QUESTIONS ABOUT PRESSURE FROM WHITE HOUSE TO APPROVE BOOSTERS.

Dr. Marion Gruber, director of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's vaccines oCce, and her deputy, Dr. Philip Krause, reportedly

said they don’t believe there is data to support the Biden administration’s push to offer COVID booster shots later this month.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/2-top-fda-regulators-resign-white-..   (09/01/21). “These two are the leaders for biologic

[vaccine] review in the U.S.,” wrote Rick Bright, former director of the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority,

weighing in on the news. “They have a great team, but these two are the true leaders of CBER. A huge global loss if they both

leave,” Bright said.

GLENN GREENWALD: HOW MANY LIVES WILL BE LOST BECAUSE OF ‘IRRATIONAL’ COVID POLICIES? American journalist Glenn

Greenwald said in a new video,“It is now extremely common in Western democracies for large factions of citizens to demand that

any measures undertaken to prevent COVID deaths are vital, regardless of the costs imposed by those policies.” People say we

shouldn’t do anything that causes more deaths, said Greenwald. Governments around the world say we should close schools and

businesses and keep people locked down in their homes — but they aren’t thinking about “the countervailing costs to those

restrictive measures” and how many lives will be lost as a result.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/glenn-greenwald-how-many-lives-wil..  (08/30/21).
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@Guillermou everyone, is why are we talking about this Virus as Real, what if it isn't, what then??? AS a bioweapon??  Who cares!!

My reality says you are wrong for beLIEving in falsehoods... subscribe what is your position/argument,
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Hi Leahoz, I believe in the information of Dr. Mercola, widely documented, and in my opinion clearly rekected in more than 26,000

comments. I believe that you should express yourself with more respect and consideration. A big hug. Guillermo
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Darzoum, Didn't something similar happen a few years back in the US with either MMR or the ku Jab? I believe those not having

such were  ostracized and their kids refused school access.  We could have learnt something from that pharma exercise you would

think! ;-)
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I am becoming cynical.  There are those who would isolate healthy unvaxed people like me.  I am unconcerned if I could be

isolated on my own land.  If only govt could Vgure out a way to keep all those vaxed people away from me instead of isolating me.

They would be doing me a huge favor.  Why should it be my responsibility to avoid them?  If anything, there should be controls in

place so they must avoid me.  leave me in peace.  There are roads and trails thru the woods for friends who want to see me... I joke

with hubby and tell him we need to leave a $cash-kitty$ near the front door and ask people to bring us bananas from town.

There is a bright sky tonight. I was up late working under the dim glow of a porch light to sort and clean onions, potatoes, garlic

and shallots.  A rainbow of potato colors.  Several apple varieties are stacked up awaiting my attention and I still am not done

picking. Done canning apples, so now I am drying them.  Schnitz. This week, I will also be picking plums and grapes in addition to

what is left in the garden--looking forward to sweet potatoes.. got our Vrst melon this week.  The night air was very pleasant with

just a lightweight jacket on a cool evening.  Routine chores for the hands allow time to think.  It is the kind of work that is good for

the body and soul.

I think we will have an early harvest. Everything has been coming on so fast and short seasons.  It is a lot of work all at once, but

will be nice to have the harvest in before hunting season this year. I heard to expect grocery prices to increase by at least 30% by

Christmas.  More within a year.  Expect more shortages.  (How could there not be shortages with fewer people working and

producing stuff?)  It will be good to have a full pantry.  I am already seeing signs of seed shortages, so am saving seed, too. Always

a good idea.  Never know how crazy things might get and how hard to Vnd good seed.  So many people are in denial.
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Almond, good harvest! The earth gives enough to meet the needs of all beings, but not to satisfy their greed. Respecting the right

to life is the current great challenge for humanity. If damage to the environment and public health were taxed instead of

subsidized, things would change. But governments are not for the work. We have to Vnd innovative ways to make organic
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Study: COVID Shot Enhances Delta Infectivity
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, people who got

the COVID shot early are now at increased risk for severe COVID disease

*

This may be a sign that antibody dependent enhancement (ADE) is occurring, or it

may simply indicate that the protection offered is limited to a few months, at best

*

Recent research warns the Delta variant “is posed to acquire complete resistance to

wild-type spike vaccines.” This could turn into a worst-case scenario that sets up

those who have received the PVzer shots for more severe illness when exposed to

the virus

*

To “stay ahead of the virus,” the Biden administration is now considering recommending a booster shot Vve months after the initial two

doses rather than waiting eight months, as previously suggested

*

Israeli data show PVzer’s shot went from a 95% effectiveness at the outset to 39% by late July 2021, when the Delta strain became

predominant. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s expectation for any vaccine is an eCcacy rate of at least 50% compared to placebo

*
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subsidized, things would change. But governments are not for the work. We have to Vnd innovative ways to make organic

production the norm rather than the exception. Farmers and consumers must create complicity. As Vandana Shiva expresses:

"Humanity's struggle against power is the struggle of memory against oblivion."

The path that the oligarchies are designing with a devastating technocracy are disease, hunger, malnutrition, depravity,

dehumanization and loss of freedom. We need real food, grown with the sweat of farmers who want the freedom of their own

seeds. If we do not take care of our GARDEN ( (as it says, JUST) we will be prey to disease and the loss of biodiversity. Instead of

letting people go free by growing organic food, Americans can now be subjected to internment camps from covid actively

deploying in the United States.

Tennessee Governor Bill Lee signed the Executive Order, authorizing National Guard and State Guard troops to break into people's

homes, kidnap them at gunpoint, and take them to covid internment camps, all without no due process or respect for civilization.

Rights. Individuals can be targeted for this medical abduction by armed troops through "telephone evaluations," and the medical

abduction of US citizens is labeled "involuntary internment" in "temporary isolation and quarantine facilities."

publications.tnsosVles.com/pub/execorders/exec-orders-lee83.pdf
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Now the CDC requires that the covid concentration camps nationwide be operated at a "Veld / sector level" that will be populated

by people designated as "high risk" who are forcibly ripped from their families and homes to be jailed by the CDC.

www.brighteon.com/1ff9d132-0698-4884-90d7-6427958102ab  This document, titled "Interim Operational Considerations for

Implementing the Protective Approach to Prevent COVID-19 Infections in Humanitarian Settings," explains that CDC will adhere to

"minimum humanitarian standards" so that COVID camp prisoners can clean up their own cells.

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approach-h..
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DAVID, there is a very important symbol in the diabolical path of Covid, the "symbol of fear." Canadian freelance journalist Eva

Bartlett has shown how the current Covid-19 "fear porn" that the media has released has dramatically increased people's anxiety

levels. and threw so many into a perpetual state of panic. As she says, fear immobilizes people and leads them to a cataleptic

state in which it is impossible to think clearly. They are hypnotized in a “private” space that transmits a reality that is social, an

instant identiVcation with the news of the media with a high-tech society. www.rt.com/.../533178-media-fear-porn-covid  

Unfortunately we are in a great cycle where dictatorships spread misinformation and fear. Technology has imprisoned people

behind their screens and now the controlling forces intend to close this mechanistic circle in The Great Reset. The lack of ethical

values in society is being replaced by extreme materialism. Behaviors full of selVshness, corruption, violence and indifference to

others are present in drug medicine, health institutions. This world needs more wisdom and love. One of the emotions that is most

diCcult to handle is uncertainty, fear of the future, fear of what will happen soon and more when we are in a propaganda of fear for

COVID-19. It is normal to want to have certainties, certainties, security and the tranquility of knowing what is going to happen, it is

not possible to have everything under control but our spirit must be strong to sow a good harvest within us and reap the fruits of

hope. We must not be intimidated by misinformation and fear. Let us show resilience, integrity and determination. Let us defend

scientiVc responsibility and freedom of expression, which are necessary in a democratic world where freedom reigns.
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Leahoz, Yes, since there is no pandemic, and the governments know the obvious, the vaccine must be a bio-weapon of course. So,

since  the vaccine could not have been produced to Vght a pandemic, it is instead developed to spread diseases and deliberately

creating a pandemic that was not here before. It is quite logical, when thinking about it. Since the virus does not exist, it cannot be

transmitted either. The only way that a pandemic can happen, is thus to inject a genetic material that causes the body itself to

produce what they say we are infected by. We become self-infected by the production of spike proteins enveloping the genetic

material that produced it. This again can enter other tissues, where it produces new spike proteins and on the way mutates into

new strands causing new variants until the body cannot distinguish anymore between the synthetically produced proteins and its

own naturally produced proteins.

Thus in the course of some months the real epidemic will begin to occur, and it will happen to unvaccinated as well as to the

vaccinated, because the spike proteins will be shedded to others and when breathed in can enter the blood stream through thin

membranes in the upper nasal opening for example. This must be the plan of course, why else denying all counterarguments. They

have no plans to save us from an illness, but rather to reduce the world population. Their way of thinking is that since we are

overpopulating the world, they want to get rid of as many as possible and as quickly as possible to save the environment.

Otherwise the Earth will be destroyed by natural catastrophes. So the do this for the common good. And the goal justiVes the

means. They think they do a righteous act for the preservation of this beautiful planet.
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karols912 , STOP spreading rumors, or get yourself a job in a meat-packing plant with poor HVAC and see how long you last before

you can't breathe right
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Spot on, as usual, David. Could the Divide and Conquer PsyOp be any more obvious? What should be even more obvious; is that the

injections, plus the tyrannical "measures" are not serving to reduce or eliminate the problem - They ARE the problem!
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I heard Peter McCullough talk about the principle of personal autonomy in medicine, and decided to investigate. I found this article from

June 2020 that lays out the way bioethicists have shifted the Veld in terms of "public health" and emphasizes the need for a "thick" or

pure view of personal autonomy at this time. It was fascinating. academic.oup.com/.../5850807
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Thanks moineau, the article on the right to autonomy is very interesting. One paragraph: “It is a consensus opinion in bioethics and

contemporary medical practice that patients have the right not to be treated without their knowledge or against their will. It is also

widely accepted that the right to informed consent is rooted in the principle of autonomy… .as the most effective means of

guaranteeing their well-being. When a patient has the ability to make health care decisions for herself, the wrong thing to do in

denying her the right to do so consists of a kind of disrespect, and this is true even if the non-consensual treatment clearly leads to

the best interests her."

“It is worth emphasizing that the obligation to obtain the informed consent of trained patients before treating them is a 'limiting

rule of conduct' that is based on the principle of respect for autonomy. By allowing patients to self-govern, medical providers

recognize them as people whose perspectives matter and who enjoy the same basic status and rights as other rational agents.”

Precisely, we are in this false pandemic that experimental vaccines are being injected that can never have a true informed consent

and in return we have banished health protocols recommended by Dr. Mercola that the patient is not receiving in most hospitals. In

return, the only measure is vaccines and more vaccines without a debate that leads to true personal autonomy respect for one's

own bioethics.
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The fundamental bioethical principles that are applied include three key components:  1. Bioethics is written in federal law: as a

participant in an experimental trial, as is everyone who accepts a COVID vaccine, you have the right to receive complete

information on the risks of adverse events indicated in the package insert... 2. The risks of adverse events must be communicated

in a way that you can understand what the risks are, this means that the disclosure must be written in plain language... 3.

Experimental products must be accepted completely voluntarily and without coercion. "I consider that all these public messages

with which they bombard us, constitute an act of coercion", as Malone aCrms.

Biopolitics has entered the scene with the domination of minds and the application of fascist measures. The ongoing bipolitical

dynamic has to do with the double process of medicalization of politics and politicization of medicine. Biopower becomes

biopolitics, with measures through which the state maintains control over the physical bodies of the population, such as

vaccination passports and the monitoring and criminalization of the unvaccinated. Natural immunity is the path that biology would

be the source of privilege, not the person as the object of regulation. This new subjugating power of human biology is what

Foucault called biopower more than four decades ago. The Covid-19 crisis has exposed biopolitical regimes, demonstrating the

levels of intrusion to which states are willing to be subjected with the control of state power structures, "health" agencies, alliances

for vaccines, masks, etc ,. that they take away our power to breathe and live with dignity, that they take away from us the domain of

human biology and its personal entity.
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Our founding fathers would have opposed these mandates...

www.americanthinker.com/articles/2021/09/the_property_we_have_in_our_r..
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Moineau, is the article fascinating enuf to stop the "Fear Porn" and inspire enuf ppl to counter the "public health Fear-mania"

coming from Biden's CDC people???
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Here is one clear example:    "Jacques Attali was an advisor to François Mitterrand (former President of France) and wrote this in 1981:

 In the future it will be a question of Vnding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old man, because once he is over 60-65

years old, man lives longer than he produces and it costs society dearly.      Then the weak and then the useless who do not contribute

anything to society because there will be more and more, and especially Vnally the stupid.      Euthanasia directed at these groups;

euthanasia must be an essential instrument of our future societies, in all cases.      Of course, we will not be able to execute people or

organize camps. We will get rid of them by making them believe that it is for their own good.  

   Too large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much better for

the human machine to stop abruptly rather than gradually deteriorate.      We won’t be able to pass intelligence tests on millions and

millions of people, you can imagine!      We will Vnd something or cause it; a pandemic that targets certain people, a real economic crisis

or not, a virus that will affect the old or the elderly, it does not matter, the weak and the fearful will succumb.      The stupid will believe it

and ask to be treated. We will have taken care of having planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution.      The selection of

idiots will therefore be done by itself: they will go to the slaughterhouse alone.“  This fragment is excerpted from his book “Brief History of

the Future”, published in France in 2006.”
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Yes, catsanddogslady, we also have the roots of the Bill Gates family with a past of eugenic action, with the destruction of

biodiversity and the health of humanity. Bill Gates strongly supports the technocracy of transhumanism and the Great Reset with

all the diabolical realizations of it, such as vaccines. The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation conducted unauthorized clinical trials

on some of India's poorest and most vulnerable children, who fell ill and died, to the aggravating circumstance that their parents

were not informed of the risks involved. A parliamentary committee charged with investigating the scandal found that the Bill &

Melinda Gates Foundation committed egregious "child abuse," presenting a wealth of evidence to back up this grave claim. The

mainstream media in the West ignored the scandal completely, Gates had bought into the media since Microsoft's trial.

Between 1995 and May 2021, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation awarded around $ 2.5 billion to a Seattle-based NGO called

"PATH" (formerly the Appropriate Technology in Health Program) that has conducted similar clinical trials in children. PATH ran a

human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine trial in 2009. Gardasil was all the rage among eugenicists. Now with the Covid, Gates

continues with the genocide with vaccines. the Gates Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is a partial owner of numerous vaccine

manufacturers, including PVzer and BioNTech. Bill and Melinda Gates have been involved and beneVted over the many years that

they have been pushing their eugenics agenda. A more in-depth analysis can be found at this link

off-guardian.org/2021/05/18/how-bill-gates-big-pharma-used-children-as..
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Catsanddogslady, that has been planned for a long time. The vaccine is the 'solution' and it will kill most who have it in my opinion.

I would not be surprised if they don't bring in a new pathogen. Even if this does not really exist it would be very easy to generate a

new real pathogen to get rid of us. Talking about old people not being useful, well they are useful because they are a very

important part of the family and help with grandchildren and plus they have a large body of knowledge which is fast becoming lost.

I have noticed a lot of things that people could make at home in the past is becoming forgotten. The future people will be very

weak and will need vaccines or they will simply die. They will have no natural immunity because it will be bred out.

www.nexusnewsfeed.com/article/geopolitics/proof-that-the-pandemic-was-..
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Catsanddogslady,  this quote deVnitively does not appear in “Brief History of the Future”.  I searched for the origins of the quote

and in some places it is attributed to an earlier book of Jacques Attali, but I was unable to Vnd the true source of the quote.
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to Guillermou gates gavi group pushed hand foot mouth vax in asia a few yrs ago and amazingly(not) there was a large rise IN said

disease afterwards...just like the polio jabs did. I remember following that for a while and being amused by the claims it wasnt

their fault etc etc as usual
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catsanddogslady, "We will start with the old man, because he recalls where the bodies are hidden..."
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Hitler called them “useless eaters.”
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This is one among many well-known fake citations of Jacques Attali:

factuel.afp.com/attention-cette-fausse-citation-de-jacques-attali-sur-..  I don't like this guy but I wouldn't accept this type of

manipulation!
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Fascinating, catsanddogslady.  I'll have to Vnd out more about that!
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carsanddogs ....... you cite {in your list of undesirables} "stupidity" as your Vnal subject for elimination ........ but our historical

experience of the Nazi attempt to implement this program the "stupid" were actually the driving force behind this ANTI LIFE

CONSPIRACY .... does this reveal anything to you ???>?
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I don't believe there is any such thing as a "delta" variant.. or any other variant.. the PCR test can't even tell covid from the ku.. what are

they using to decide there is a variant?  whatever is in these vaccines are causing people to get sick and die and they made up something

called a variant.. I call BS!
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Right there with you. They can’t test for delta. From what I understand the pcr are getting recalled and by December no longer

used. Something else will take its place no doubt.
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Totally agree!  If they admitted the test doesn’t determine a virus type, why do they keep using it?  Almond, what country do you live

in?  You’re an amazing woman!  Being a solo act and just recently put my Sheryl Crow tribute band together, I’m realizing it’s easier

to just be solo!  2 bandmates took the jab.  My drummer said his doctor told him to get it.  Lead guitarist said his wife made him.

 Otherwise he wouldn’t have!  My best friends’ boyfriend who never gets ill, went to the dentist last week to check his invisaligns.  2

days later he had the chills and soaked the bed!  I gave him some oil of oregano and told him to keep on D3 and Zinc, Quercetin,

and C.  

I bought a book that I saw in the comments here called ‘Never be Sick Again’.  It makes so much sense. He said there is one

disease...cellular malfunction.  And the 2 causes are DeVciency and Toxicity.  My accupuncturist years ago said this to me!  He

said cancer, diabetes, etc are trash can terms.  And people are ripe for being sick when they eat crap food!  I’ve been sprouting for

years right on my countertop in mason jars.  In 3 days I have sprouts!  I’ve got to get a garden going if we are going to see

shortages. PS... Just like the symbol of the face diapers, it hurts to see this countdown at the top of this page everyday. Send

emails to keep us together!  CatEarthAngel@protonmail.com
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Hear! Hear!  I also want to point out that words have power. They cast spells (spelling). The word covid is a backwards spelling of

the word divoc, which in Hebrew means demon. So every time we use this word, we strengthen its energy and its effects.

Especially troublesome is spelling it with all caps. For anyone interested, I suggest trying to never to say that word. Call it cv if you

have to call it anything.
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If each successive booster shot is just the same medicine as the Vrst ones, isn't it impossible to have as much effect on the new strain as

it did on the original strain of the virus?  Don't you need a newly Tunedbooster shot that is more effective on the delta and other variants

 to expect even low levels of effact on the new strain?
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Yes, stoneharbor, the eternity of the virus is pursued with a decline in the effectiveness of vaccines, it is a vicious circle, it is a

successive actions imposed by tyranny to sell their vaccines at the same time that the immune system is depressed and the

immune system is stimulated. EDE.  Vaccines create more contagious strains because viruses want to survive, multinational

pharmaceutical companies rejoice in the customers they get, while humanity heads for a planned genocide. In the end, natural

immunity will win but many people will have been exterminated by vaccines, by previous pathologies, but not by Covid.
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stone and gui,

its worse than that! Each successive shot has less beneVts, well-demonstrated with measles boosters. 3rd or 4th booster does

almost nothing; and worse, can backVre and make the body more prone to getting the disease. Wish I could remember who was

talking about this tidibit, suspect it was one of the interviews on the Vaccine Secrets masterclass, ongoing right now. This is why

the "every 6 months" refrain is yet another lie - a story told by an idiot, signifying nothing.

What's interesting this weekend? Apparently Dr Fauci and the CDC are now saying they will not be able to stop this virus with

"vaccines alone". They will be looking at the new drugs - Epoch Times has a 2-part video interview w Dr. Malone, loaded with

subtleties and nuances.
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At this stage of the game, who would listen to health advice from the WH. Humanity is being threatened by our “so called” leaders and

their deity self proclamation, who have decided they alone know whats best for mankind. I do not know what secret agency made the

decision at the end of WWII to bring the Rx mobsters here; but I say its time to kush this commode. They do not survive on a healthy

population. So is humanities health and well being in their best interest, NO. As a teen, I remember some teens that were caught breaking

car windshields. It turned out the teens were being paid by a local glass company to do it. Sounds about the same type of ideology as the

Rx Veld.

Too many industries rely on things like health, forest Vres, war that if humanity does not put a stop to it, there may be a “no tomorrow”.

These so called intellects that are like toddlers playing with loaded weapons and the safeties are off, not good. I never agreed with

scientist giving atomic and nuclear weapons to political toddlers. What have they done with that play toy? From my last read they have

tested nearly 7000 of these wonderful toys. What intellects Vrst analyzed cause and effect, such as equal and opposite reaction? What

has the massive explosions done to the earths orbit? Equal and opposite? Is this orbital change and planet tilt what is causing the climate

change? This does not even consider what is happening to the physical earth itself. Is it breaking? Especially with these toys being

detonated miles below the surface.

It is time to start questioning what leaders do, just to make a buck. Voting rights? They consider age a factor. What about IQ and

education? There are test for intelligence are there not. And speaking of which, who tested the idiots running this planet at present? Sorry,

didn’t sleep well, must be a sign of the times or maybe its my age.
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ghVnn, Well said - for someone who didn't sleep well, I think  you hit the nail on the head  "who tested the idiots  running this planet

at the moment."
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GH, no its not your age. I'm north of 55 and I sleep badly too. Lots of weird nitemares too that started in Apr 2020... The stockpile

of expired nuke weapons is in the tens of thousands. Most are stored in the panhandle of TX; Yucca Mt in Nevada? doesn't want

them. The weapon "pits" (plutonium, etc) need to be stored for 12 THOUSAND years in a geologically stable area. Its a big problem,

brought to us by the "Firecracker Boys" of 1945 (see book of same title). (source: I'm an ex-employee of Los Alamos Lab, NM)

www.amazon.com/Firecracker-Boys-H-Bombs-Environmental-Movement-ebook/d..
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I think there may be another contributing factor to the increase in cov cases in the jabbed.  found this the other night whilst browsing

videos on Brighteon.  Hadn't seen it posted anywhere else.  only 4 minutes long and worth the watch.  Graphen Oxide in your water. Be

careful what you drink.  The elite want us all dosed up by any means possible.  I am boycotting this company.  I suggest you do the same.

www.brighteon.com/0a9cd2a5-5439-4bd4-9964-4cb3ea7d092c
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That's crazy! I drink Vltered water from my tap.
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That's crazy! I drink Vltered water from my tap.
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mal3793
Joined On 1/26/2018 7:25:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe that the COVID 19 Delta is one eight as deadly as as the Alpha and Beta.  Google  Covid 19 deaths in Australia and you can see a

graph with the details below it.  The majority  of deaths and cases last year in winter was by the Alpha and Beta in Vitoria, now look at

Sydney’s deaths and cases which the majority took place this winter believed to be the Delta   Compare Sydney and Melbourne and you

can see that the Delta would be about seven eights less deadly than Alpha and/or Beta. The variant whatever it is appears to be getting

weaker.  In Australia’s censed media they are trying to build fear to sell the pre ordered ‘vaccines’ before summer sets in as last year there

was no Covid-19 deaths during late spring to winter this year. The media push has been intense and would you believe only 1039 total

deaths in the last two winters.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccinations have long been proven to drive mutations: the Sark Polio vaccine is a case in point. Polio went down, Meningitis went up.

Vaccine mutation was an inevitability but to refer to this gene therapy as "vaccination" is wrong; gene therapy is playing God, never a good

thing to do with nature.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very successful your comment, pipblanc . Vaccination does not prevent speciVc diseases and, in fact, can spread the disease.

Vaccination also perpetuates viral and bacterial mutations and causes complications, including lifelong autoimmune problems or

brain damage. For example, the sordid story of the pertussis vaccine tells a compelling story of decades of vaccine failure, vaccine

harm to children, and the rise of resistant pertussis strains.

www.nvic.org/NVIC-Vaccine-News/September-2018/the-pertussis-vaccine-bl..
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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pipblanc, It appears that we now have vaccine-derived polio and measles, more aggressive than the wild strains  with, loss of

naturally-acquired immunity, on the loose, maybe more.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM
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One would have to be a total Lemming, to believe in this covid insanity! I, and countless others, who have not taken any precautions

whatsoever, against this "deadly" virus, for a year and a half; have not died, have not been sick and have been for the most part - living our

lives as "normally" as possible! There is no phantom covid "ravaging" populations. How can this covid monster be everywhere on the

planet (sparing no one) and yet, it stays away from the area in which I live! People get sick and die, every day, from any number of

reasons. That is not being caused by a virus that they say has been attacking us for a year and a half. There is deVnitely something else

going on! Viruses and bacteria are not our enemy. I read that viruses and bacteria outnumber the other cells in our bodies 10 to 1. They

are essential to our existence and well-being.

Covid is a Global Distraction and a total PsyOps! Our "numbers" in BC have been rising steadily, since the reinstatement of masks and one

of the oCcials is saying that by October, we could be seeing 15,000 new "cases" per day; and as always, she promotes the "vaccine" as a

way to prevent this. Of course; she states that these "cases" will ALL come from the "unvaccinated"! Every person involved in this hoax, is

pure evil and needs to be stopped - "by any and all means necessary"! War talk, in a War Against Humanity! The oligarchs have used the

war analogy and rhetoric from the beginning.
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Mei_Ling
Joined On 6/15/2010 8:48:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just yesterday I sent the following to my daughter: You know if I had decided to take these clot shots I'd sure be having buyer's

remorse now: sputniknews.com/middleeast/202109051083802143-israeli-coronavirus-czar..  and

nationalVle.com/pVzer-is-now-developing-a-twice-per-day-covid-pill-t..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Randy, it is a war against humanity, all the manipulations of the media, the regulatory bodies of "health" and governments is to

get what they want from others by putting all kinds of strategies in place. Emotional manipulation is an art that involves not only

hiding bad intentions or aggressive behaviors, but also the ability to identify the emotional vulnerabilities of the other, and then

implement the best strategies in order to handle it.

Jonathan Latham, PhD, coined the term "PANDEMIC VIRUS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX" to describe one of the greatest existential

threats to humanity. Unlike some "viruses," the greatest threat humanity faces is the increasingly invasive system of fascist tyranny

whereby corporations and government have merged and now feed off each other to perpetuate "crises. health "for proVt.

noqreport.com/2021/06/28/pandemic-virus-industrial-complex-is-worlds-g..

Anthony Fauci, Bill Gates, and other plandemic scammers actively discouraged doctors from administering treatments like HCQ,

zinc, vitamin D, and other remedies that could have saved hundreds of thousands of people from dying. This allowed plandemism

to kourish unabated. Those working for genocide are busily devising new ways to destroy human DNA, reprogram the immune

system, and ultimately control the world's people as slaves.

In Dr. Mercola's words: The Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19) "pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt system, which

"harnesses money for private gain."
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Randyfast
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Mei_Ling and Gui; thank you for the replies.

Gui; I'm very well aware of the evil and corruption of the global "system". The system has been broken for a long time (the problems

we face are systemic) and if that system isn't torn down and rebuilt for the good of humanity - then, we're all doomed! Humanity is

being totally controlled by Psychopathic Luciferians and they have humanity right where they want us!
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't think the 'vaccine' beneVt is waning. I think the variants don't match the spike protein that they've given to the vaxxed. A booster

shot will give them the same failed spike protein and will have no effect on preventing Covid. I think any Covid 'vaccines' are a bad idea,

but a booster will make it worse for everybody. I've always thought that a vaccine was less effective since it enters the body in a way

that's different from how the actual illness does. You need your natural defenses to attack the vaccine the same way it would attack the

actual virus. In most cases that's through the nose.
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh  great.... don’t give them any ideas.... they might start jabbing people up their nostrils.
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cloudedtitles

I do wonder if a regular traditional swill of saline through the nostrils or a mustard (from a bowl) inhalation might help. We need all

the

easy accessible solutions (no pun!) we can get.
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Hotsocks
Joined On 7/9/2021 11:48:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With Bill Gates being the largest donor for the WHO and a active interest in PHIZER where he owns $55 Million dollars of stock, Gates is a

Shot caller in this Pandemic. He is also SELF PROCLAIMED FOR DEPOPULATION BY 2/3 or 5 Billion. Since Fauci Granted $823k to the

Lab in Wuhan China to study Coronavirus and Gain of Function to make Coronavirus jump from Bats to Humans, shortly thereafter, we

have a Pandemic. We have the funder of the virus and a Creater of the Virus "Running the Pandemic for ProVt and Satisfaction. With all

the info to support their True Intentions, it will be Ez to prove their envolvement. The Hard part would be for them to prove their

INNOCENCE. "LETS ROLL"
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no long term money in killing such massive population off for big Pharma. Think about it. Why not make most of the world

more sickly with all sorts of strange increases in auto immune issues with these injections where you can not only proVt on

injections annually or 2 or 3X yearly and also cash in on all the medication sales needed to help people day to day with the huge

increases in before mentioned auto immune a�ictions month after month and year after year. Now that is a much more proVtable

path than killing off most of people-proVt generator...no long term money in that. I've said for a long time now. Pharma cannot

thrive in a healthy society or should I say appease its INVESTORS.
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Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need Peoples Court to replace our fake unconstitutional courts.   Its happening here in WNC with Peoples Grsnd Juries.  If our

appointed Leftists wont follow constitution and wont prosecute anybody pushing Communism and Woke Corps and Cancel then

we should, and will!
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Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, This is what I am wondering- How much more likely are jabbed people to be dangerously contagious to others? The concern that I

have is that recently I started a new chicken kock. I always buy from a good hatchery and they asked me about giving them a vaccine.

This is a holistic type nursery but must sell to customers who may not be. They told me THAT IF I HAD EVER Had a chicken that had had

the vaccine or disease itself, my new kock would have to be inoculated as the vaccine spreads the highly fatal disease. What kinds of

experiments is Big Pharma doing on animals? And how come this human vaccine may prove to be as dangerous as the one for my

chickens?
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connierod
Joined On 9/7/2012 11:56:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello all,

First I want to say how much I value all your comments. Second, I was wondering if any of you have Dr. Mercola’s protocol for Hydrogen

peroxide and the nebulizer. I had it until all my articles I kept of his were erased. I am now downloading them all, but lost that one. Thanks

ahead of time…
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Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM
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My daughter, husband & grandson  are all sick in a motel room because; despite never missing a rent payment, they were evicted from

their home. It is  happening all over all over Greenville County as houses are TRIPLING in value and landlords want to cash out.  There

were no openings available for 3 days for rapid Covid tests at several drive up Walgreens  pharmacies which required Vlling out a long

form online only. However not only could you get in immediately for a Covid SHOT ; but they are recommending BOOSTERS 28 DAYS

AFTER THE 2ND SHOT!!
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Lionel11
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Before its gone......its all a bad joke now. worldyturnings.blog/.../help-from-your-government
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bor8387
Joined On 1/17/2021 5:36:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If, in fact, it is true that a person is more susceptible to get covert19 after they receive the shot, why on earth is Israel not stopping the

mass vaccination push?   They talk of science like it is the holy grail; that is not science!  A+B=C, then stop A!!!!
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bor8387

It's a government that interfered massively in the last UK general election and probably has an interest in the machinations of

CCDH and support for our now Centrist NeoLib opposition. As arch-manipulators Why would they do anything sensible for their

people?
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Episode 7 - Vaccine Tyranny: Fear Factor, Coerced into Compliance https://vsecretscc.com/
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cloudedtitles
Joined On 5/24/2021 3:51:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are we that much in denial about all this that we can't see and admit there's a massive eugenics program going on world wide that's part

of a larger agenda (21)?  Or are we afraid we're all going to be labeled as "conspiracy theorists" because demonization is the "in thing"

now?  Why can't we admit to ourselves that the "spike protein" IS the bioweapon that, when administered (or contracted) creates havoc on

most of our anatomy, eventually causing our demise so the medical community can blame it all on co-morbidity factors?  Are we that

shallow?  Those who would give up liberty for security deserve neither liberty nor security.
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Astonished
Joined On 6/2/2013 6:24:49 AM
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Many of us know this, but most of us are Vsh in a Vshtank or, shall I say, in a barrel?
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cloudedtitles

I keep thinking: Are we in WW3 already?
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Momtad
Joined On 8/2/2021 9:54:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What I don't understand is supposedly the shots make the symptoms milder if one gets Covid. Since everyone has different symptoms

and different strength of symptoms, how do they know a speciVc person's symptoms are milder. There's no way of knowing what they

would have been otherwise.
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zumbacjg
Joined On 4/18/2020 11:56:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My prediction is that Dr. Fauci will have to eat his words saying that the US does not need to be concerned about the Mu variant.

Moreover, SARS-CoV-2’s not done mutating. We’ve got the China, UK, India, Peru & Columbia variants. The “vaccines” produce the spike

protein, instructing your immune system about a single protein, which turns out to cause harm to human organs & the vascular system on

its own, something the brilliant minds at Moderna & PVzer didn’t foresee (or test long enough for). With more & more vaccinations,

SARS-CoV-2 may evolve into something the drug manufacturers will be forced to throw their arms up & admit defeat. I sure hope that

nebulized H2O2 and other protocols for getting zinc into our cells (quercetin, ivermectin, hydroxychloquine) continue to work.
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trisomy21mom
Joined On 11/14/2006 3:03:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

****  TYPO! ****

I believe there is a typo in the article.  Look in the top section for the word poised to show up as POSE.  

My mom was a teacher.    :)
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Getting the jab is Covidicide
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jamesbond2509
Joined On 2/3/2019 6:43:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Data in Ontario is showing an increasing trend of infections coming from the vaccinated.  covid-19.ontario.ca/data
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More people than you think are quietly abstaining from taking this stuff. Right now the numbers of people who have taken the two Jabs is

not much different than the number of people who normally take a ku shot, and these are probably the Western medicine junkies who do

anything that the authorities tell them to without question. You have to Vgure that anyone who hasn't succumbed to the jab yet most likely

will not want to take it unless they are forced to. I am much more optimistic that mandates won't come out in full force, mostly because

this product is coming to be seen as so weak and ineffective, even with the biggest propaganda campaign ever and a complete blackout

of anything that is not 100% completely towing the company line. Many people I know from all stripes are trying to move on the best they

can and just shrug their shoulders at whatever the latest Trope our dear leaders are trying to throw at us! What a joke, as if the rat race

wasn't enough of a drag to begin with!
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BeckMack
Joined On 9/3/2021 8:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anybody here know how  99.9% of ku cases all over the world could disappear at the same  time when COVID emerged out of the

oblivion in April 2020?

You can try to Vnd it on WHO inkuenza tracking app:

apps.who.int/kumart/Default?ReportNo=7
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BeckMack

This looks very much like the answer. Start at 1hr 14m:

rumble.com/vhzczj-citizens-grand-jury-indictment-of-dr.-anthony-fauci-..
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resonnant
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some people will not listen. Worse, they only stay on their side of the thinking supporting the CDC and AMA and never dip their toes into

the after affects side. I can't even talk to most people as this incites a riot if I point out issues with the jab. I don't even say I'm not getting

it, I'm just trying to point out the other side, and this is by sharing articles, not even having a frank discussion because they would go

ballistic. I have at least looked at both sides. These are people I care about. It seems all they want to do is to be caught up in the drama

and point the Vnger in hatred at those who are using their heads and saying no to this toxic jab. When they won't accept reason, and

there's nothing I can do, I just get so frustrated and afraid for them. I'm also afraid for myself. If forced to get this jab it will not go well

with me and my severe health issues. I think I value freedom over everything else so even with my health issues, I'll go down Vghting for

myself.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I keep pointing out to the latest statistic and then no one can explain the anomoly!
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Consider this: the Western ‘vaccines’ all seem to contain the spike protein as their distinguishing factor. The chinese vaccine, Sinovac,

does not use the spike protein. Could this entire shitshow be as simple as this? The ‘vaccine’ is the bioweapon and the spike protein is

the active ingredient. If a hostile country, like the chinese, wanted to differentiate a target population from itself they could either search

for a genetic differentiator or install one. Perhaps the spike protein is that substance. Either it debilitates or kills the target on its own or

is a prerequisite to a future infectious agent.
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HAH HAH....so the trillion dollar Miracle Elixir advertised by the SarsCov Theatrical Scam is only a "This will save the Worlds Humanity

from a fate worse than death" , salesman's proclamation!!   (kills germs on contact/ask your doctor if it's right for you)  

Quite the contrary eh? The world will continue to open eyes and ears to disproportionate spewed "Untruths" like none before.  This is as

Historical as we have ever faced in year 2020.  

SCOTUS 1986 Ruling Vnal verdict and last words on vaccinations were, "Unavoidably Unsafe"!!

Had they also ruled in 1986 that city water or coke a cola was deemed unsafe for humans to drink, and you cannot bring lawsuits against

the provider or manufacturer, would you still drink it?

Albeit in 1986 the SCOTUS had little way of predicting that an explosion of BIGPharma cures would befall the open markets as crash test

elixirs and poisons'. They assumed the laws of personal choice would not be eliminated by Psychopaths'  total erosion of Liberty and

Freedom.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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wallguy

The person who invented anti-germ toilet cleaner was a genius.  It's already a near-perfect waste disposal system, but we buy

antiseptic toilet cleaner - chuck it down the bowl, and kush it away. Then buy more...
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It's clear that the epffectiveness of PVzer is pVzzing out. And from what we're seeing, boosting the pVzz doesn't seem to make much

difference - except perhaps to boost the pVzz rate. I wonder if Moderna and other COVID vaccines are pVzzing out as well, or has the verb

pVzz been patented?

To your health, Tracy

Author: A New Theory of Cure
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"people who got vaccinated early are at increased risk for severe COVID disease.” And what does this mean?? That those vaccinated

"late" with same fake vax are not at increased risk?   Or was the formulation changed without telling us?   What is the CDC dateline that

separates early and late?   Finally if anyone is dumb enough to trust CDC with Atheist Gew at the helm and has taken the jab (at increased

risk of getting severely sick because of the killer medicine) why would they pile on with more boosters?
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It's gonna be interesting now moving into the typical cold and ku season just how cornered the scamdemic puppeteers become. They

must know the the 'welling awakening' to these injections is occurring, Of course there will always be the 100% guaranteed sheople who

will do whatever they are told and even ask for extra portions, but the ability to side step reality is becoming pretty pretty thin! Of course

we know the plan is to blame the un-injected still and will continue as the cases are sure to surge and deaths occurring over next 3 to 4

months
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I commonly  refer to the vaccinated as mutants.
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It’s called Karma by some. This mild cold will usher in a new era of freedom and autonomy in the years to come as the entire fraud of this

pandemic is revealed. Push to jail, Vne and pass new laws forever preventing this kind of medical tyranny again. As more people get sick

and die the sentiment changes.
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Wishful thinking. The Bible has already predicted what’s to come, and it gets really bad before the Return of Jesus.
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Ray...we need more pain I tend to agree to wake up enough or more needed brainwashed sheople. Those already awake are

already knowing, but far too many still asleep. Only real pain can attempt to awaken them unfortunately.
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I wish that would be the case but I'm a realist by nature and suspect it will just cause the gullible, the Covidians and corrupt

governments to double down on their charges against the unwashed ones who refused to see 'their' truth.
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This is easily the most informative piece of information I've read about the scam in the last 18 months.

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/08/no_author/mrna-vaccines-the-silent-weapon/  mRNA injections are nearly 40 years old; it would be hard

to call them "experimental"!  The Vaxxinators know EXACTLY what to expect. Do you? Only certain, carefully-distributed batches contain

the bioweapon: VAERS reports of deaths/injuries are usually linked to speciVc batches. Later on, other areas will be covered by the

bioweapon-containing batches.

ALL "vaccines" contain graphene oxide, which in itself makes people easy to track and the masses can be forced into certain moods

through 5G and military-grade radars. Of course, the muzzle and the fraudulent tests also contain graphene oxide. And don’t forget about

chemtrails. Those, who accepted a "test," provided a genetic sample, or even had a blood test, have given away their DNA and as such,

can be prepared for being targeted in person through 5G or 6G; the Russians had the technology already in 1971. The perpetrators can

make you hear voices, obey commands, unless you want to feel excruciating pain, make you sick, or just drop you dead.

Being prepared is the only "positive" thing one can do. And relying on miracle cures for a military-grade bioweapon attack doesn't fare

well. However, bioweapons, in my estimate, usually taper off after about three months, which is another reason why they need to be

re-administered in "booster shots." "Booster shots are also necessary, because only a fraction of the injections contain the genocidal

poisons.
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Elleanee
Joined On 11/12/2008 5:55:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very important post, Astonished!!!  Thank you!
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stay ahead of this virus? They have been throwing gas on this Vre since this all started!
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ibnMuhammad
Joined On 2/26/2018 6:26:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr Mercola! As you and others like you follow the science rather than whatever lies pushed by capitalist pharmaceutical Vrms,

you've always stayed ahead and helped us "take control of our health"!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember all of the make shift coCns being distributed around the country to all of the internment camps? My guess is, they were

purchased for the days ahead.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ray , PLS cite your source for that info
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Mei_Ling
Joined On 6/15/2010 8:48:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure why you mixed internment camps in with all the make shift coCns being distributed around the country?

Any mass dying that occurs will be due to ADE.
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ghRnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When you bounce around, only the lord knows what you will bump into! Check this out, shots to be followed with 2 pills per day, already in

production! nationalVle.com/pVzer-is-now-developing-a-twice-per-day-covid-pill-t..  Somebody shake me and try to wake me, oh thats

right, I can’t sleep, I’m awake ... hand me the melatonin, please!
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cybersoul
Joined On 5/8/2021 7:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get the TRUE FACTS - https://www.nojabforme.info  ... COVID-19 INJECTION www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection  ~ THE BIOLOGICAL

CONTROL CIRCUIT www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..  ~ THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY

www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity
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Martin_203
Joined On 4/17/2008 3:44:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After reading this article, I'm not sure whether the facts presented here, apply equally to the J&J and Moderna vaccines, as well.  As you

know, Israel used the PVzer vaccine, exclusively.  Why the J&J and Moderna vaccines were not mentioned in the article is beyond me.

Unlike Israel, where only the PVzer vax was administered, the USA used all three!
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nationalVle.com/video-former-senior-trump-hhs-covid-advisor-says-pand..  ....this guy is important..
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone else tired of playing this game? I am.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes me too cmeshine
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A year and a half ago!
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terriRne
Joined On 2/23/2008 2:56:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo - which paragraph and exactly WHERE in the Bill Lee proclamation is the info about breaking into homes and kidnapping

residents to carry them off to camps? I’m not seeing it the way you describe it. Thanks.
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ozspeaksup
Joined On 3/9/2021 7:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doc Mercola, has any follow up on Ivermectin been done for delta? from what I have found so far it seems to have been on the original

strain.. of course follow up has been made damned hard BY those that should be wanting to know, if they actually gave a damn.  I'm

guessing Israels latest data would have shown the good results it did and many were Delta cases by now, but its not clearly stated
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These injections (NOT 'vaccines') are pure bioweapons designed to depopulate ...mass killing ! Read this ....

realrawnews.com/.../pVzer-the-fda-and-bribes-aplenty
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nivla51
Joined On 11/3/2014 7:03:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article does not in the least corroborate,  represent or coincide with the statistical data coming from the hospitals themselves in the

USA not the CDC, in the past 30 days. Majority with breakthrough infections and hospitalized in ICU make up less than 5 % with the

unvaccinated ICU Covid patient constituting 95-98% of all Covid ICU patients. This is consistent in all hospitals across the US. The fact

this article relies on a study from a preprint server in BioRxiv which has not been published in major Medical Journals is another example

of the ways anti vaxxers are manipulating information to Vt their narrative. Mercola should be ashamed publishing articles with sub

standard peer review. Yes there are people with double vaccinations, I don’t count one shot because it’s been demonstrated the % of

protectionism very low,that become infected but it also fails to mention and not surprisingly the fact those in ICU with Covid and

vaccinated are mostly made up of individuals with autoimmune disorders - cancer history ,chronic immune illnesses and not individuals

with other conditions.
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steve49car
Joined On 10/5/2020 3:37:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now conVrm the DATES of your assertion that hospitals are mostly containing unvaccinated ...veriVable ? The hard truth .... that

data comes from BEFORE injections became widely available ! Can you conVrm that either you have Vnancial connections to drug

companies or that you work in that toxic drug industry? Suggest you read the above article again ...!
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You really tick me off.  You should be ashamed!! rumble.com/vktdpt-our-Vrst-hand-icu-story-what-is-actually-killing-pe..  THIS

happened to my friend this past week!!  You make me sick!  Go Vnd another platform cuz you’re not wanted on here.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've heard this as well, that a large proportion of ICU patients ONLY in certain parts of the country, are unvaxxed, as the single shot

people are being called unvaxxed. Many with co-morbidities have gotten far worse from long overdue or overlooked medical

treatments during the extended lockdowns. This was predicted before lockdowns even started, expected to take years to clear

through the system. However, in other states (and lord knows which is which right now), this is reversed, and ICUs are reportedly

loaded with double-vaxxed. The ku and covid are both seasonal issues, the rt-PCR does not look for ku. Combine that with age,

possible RSV (more diCcult to detect) and delayed medical treatments, its a sticky wicket, yes?
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